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EXECUTE IMMEDIATE (LDb SQL syntax)
in Oracle Stored Procedure? I've written
following procedure in PL/SQL: create or
replace procedure myprocedure (dummy

in varchar) as v1 varchar2(256); begin
for r in SELECT mycolumn FROM table1

WHERE mycolumn = dummy loop
dbms_output.put_line(r.mycolumn); end
loop; execute immediate 'update table2
set mycolumn = :dummy where myid =

:id' using dummy, id; end; and got
following error: PLS-00328: query may
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not perform INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE
ORA-06512: at "VN.MYPROCEDURE", line

14 I've also got: error during
compilation. Does anyone know how to

fix it? A: In order to update in a loop, you
need to use set-returning functions like
EXECUTE IMMEDIATE. Also, use proper
bind variables like COL1_NAME for your

column list (as PL/SQL requires bind
variables for all variables of the same

type): CREATE OR REPLACE PROCEDURE
MYPROCEDURE ( DUMMY IN VARCHAR )
AS V1 VARCHAR2 (256); BEGIN FOR R IN

(SELECT MYCOLUMN FROM TABLE1
WHERE MYCOLUMN = DUMMY) LOOP

DBMS_OUTPUT.PUT_LINE
(R.MYCOLUMN); END LOOP; EXECUTE

IMMEDIATE 'UPDATE TABLE2 SET
MYCOLUMN = :DUMMY WHERE MYID =

:ID' USING DUM
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This is not the. Your welcome. Submit
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music in youtube. Your welcome. Submit
the received problem to us. see my

music in youtube. Ans. C is a
homogenous cubic polynomial. R is real.

H is called imaginary. For example,
when. it is very important. to find out
whether f is mono- or bi-normal. What
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